Dear Reader:

Thank you for your interest in this annual publication, which details the Army’s major weapon system programs and illustrates our ongoing efforts to empower, unburden and protect our Soldiers. The Army’s Acquisition community is charged with the solemn responsibility of maintaining our Soldiers’ unprecedented edge against current and future threats.

With program descriptions, status and specifications, projected activities, and names and locations of large and small contractors, this book will provide you with a better understanding of our efforts to provide Soldiers with the best, most advanced and sustainable equipment possible. To this end, we are mindful of the public trust imposed by the use of taxpayer resources. We continuously seek to improve our business practices to meet the needs of our Soldiers on an efficient and timely basis.

In providing our Soldiers with world-class capabilities, Army acquisition’s most important asset is our people. Our skilled and dedicated professionals, working in Program Executive Offices and program offices throughout the nation, execute diverse responsibilities to enable the disciplined management of an extensive acquisition portfolio with programs that range from Soldiers systems to precision fires and from air and mission defense to ground combat systems. The responsibility of safeguarding future Army capabilities is a significant honor for the acquisition community and is one that we do not take lightly.

Heidi Shyu
Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology) and Army Acquisition Executive
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UNITED STATES ARMY
WHAT ARE SYSTEM INTERDEPENDENCIES?

The purpose of the System Interdependencies section is to identify which other weapon systems or components (if any) the main system works in concert with or relies upon for its operation. We categorize the interdependencies in two ways: 1) under the heading “In this Publication,” which is a listing of systems in this 2013 edition and 2) “Other Major Interdependencies,” which is a listing of systems that are not included in this publication.

WHAT ARE INVESTMENT COMPONENTS?

Modernization programs develop and/or procure new systems with improved warfighting capabilities.

Recapitalization programs rebuild or provide selected upgrades to currently fielded systems to ensure operational readiness and a zero-time, zero-mile system.

Maintenance programs include the repair or replacement of end items, parts, assemblies, and subassemblies that wear out or break.

WHAT ARE ACQUISITION PHASES?

Technology Development refers to the development of a materiel solution to an identified, validated need. During this phase, the Mission Needs Statement is approved, technology issues are considered, and possible alternatives are identified. This phase includes:
• Concept exploration
• Decision review
• Component advanced development

Engineering & Manufacturing Development is the phase in which a system is developed, program risk is reduced, operational supportability and design feasibility are ensured, and feasibility and affordability are demonstrated. This is also the phase in which system integration, interoperability, and utility are demonstrated. It includes:
• System integration
• System demonstration
• Interim progress review

Production & Deployment achieves an operational capability that satisfies mission needs. Components of this phase are:
• Low-rate initial production
• Full-rate production decision review
• Full-rate production and deployment
• Military equipment valuation

Operations & Support ensures that operational support performance requirements and sustainment of systems are met in the most cost-effective manner. Support varies but generally includes:
• Supply
• Maintenance
• Transportation
• Sustaining engineering
• Data management
• Configuration management
• Human factors engineering
• Personnel
• Manpower
• Training
• Habitability
• Survivability
• Safety and occupational health
• Information technology supportability
• Environmental management functions
• Anti-tamper provisions
• Interoperability
• Disposal/demilitarization

Because the Army is spiraling technology to the troops as soon as it is feasible, some programs and systems may be in all four phases at the same time. Mature programs are often only in one phase, such as operations and support, while newer systems are only in concept and technology development.

For additional information and definitions of these categories and terms, please see the Glossary.
DESIGN / DEVELOP / DELIVER / DOMINATE
TODAY AND TOMORROW
ASA(ALT)

MISSION

Provide our Soldiers a decisive advantage in any mission by developing, acquiring, fielding, and sustaining the world’s best equipment and services and leveraging technologies and capabilities to meet current and future Army needs.

VISION

Highly efficient, effective, agile organization responsible for acquiring, developing, delivering, supporting, and sustaining the most capable affordable systems and services for our Soldiers:

// Enabling our Soldiers to dominate the battlespace, safely and securely.
// Enabling our Soldiers to achieve first look, first strike advantage with unprecedented speed and accuracy.
STRATEGIC CONTEXT

The U.S. Army is involved in combat operations around the world against adaptive enemies able to take advantage of the ever-increasing pace of technological change. Concurrently, we are facing an increasingly constrained fiscal environment. In this challenging environment, our goal in the Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology community is to do everything we can to provide the best equipment and services to our Soldiers.

Our Soldiers require comprehensive capabilities that allow them to communicate, engage, and disengage. Our troops must continue to operate with confidence in their equipment, operational capabilities, communication technology, enhanced situational awareness, and force protection. We must provide our Soldiers a decisive advantage in every fight so they return safely from every operation and engagement.

Modernizing the Army enables us to counter rapidly emerging threats that change the nature of battlefield operations. Through lessons learned, the Army will develop and field new capabilities or sustain, improve, or divest current systems based on operational value, capabilities shortfalls, and available resources.

After 10 years of combat, today’s Army is significantly more capable than the Army of 2001. As we draw down from Iraq and Afghanistan, we must remain flexible, adaptable, and agile enough to respond and meet the needs of the combatant commanders. Our objective is to equip and maintain an Army with the latest most advanced weaponry to win and return home quickly.
The right foundation for success is based on sound planning – we cannot succeed unless requirements are matched with stable and well-planned resources under sound program management. This necessary collaboration does not end when programs are launched – and we have learned that it DOES take this collaboration to even get them launched, in the case of the Ground Combat Vehicle (GCV) – it must continue throughout the acquisition lifecycle. We have also reviewed our ongoing programs to mitigate risk by embracing competition, adopting sensible acquisition strategies that reflect more realistic assessments of what a program will cost, and address technological maturity.

The Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology (ASA(ALT)) is deeply invested in developing, delivering, and sustaining the best weapons technology available. With the Soldier as the key focus, ASA(ALT) seeks to equip Soldiers with the best in cutting-edge technology and effectively manage over 600+ programs that are vital to success in combat.

ASA(ALT)’s focus is closely aligned with the Army Modernization Strategy, which outlines a series of key goals—such as the continued development of new technologies engineered to provide Soldiers with the decisive edge in battle. These technologies in development span a range of new capability to include sensors, Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), missiles and missile guidance systems, emerging combat platforms such as the GCV, and key technologies such as the Army’s maturing network, designed to connect Soldiers, sensors, and multiple nodes to one another in real-time to improve operational effectiveness across the full spectrum of combat operations.

The Army’s equipping strategy is designed to counter changing threats and addresses the emergence of hybrid threats—the dynamic combination of conventional, irregular, terrorist, and criminal capabilities. The Army seeks to train, develop, and equip Soldiers who are able to stay in front of an adaptive, fast-changing adversary. By emphasizing the best design, delivery, and sustainment of Army equipment, ASA(ALT) will remain focused on harnessing scientific innovations in order to identify and develop the most promising new technologies.

We are focused upon preserving investment in our Science and Technology (S&T) efforts, to identify, leverage and deliver critical innovations which will better equip, empower and enable our force for the future. We strive to develop and sustain a near, mid and far-term S&T investment strategy so that we can spiral in new capabilities and technologies as they emerge and also identify disruptive or paradigm changing next-generation systems and solutions.

The Army is also implementing a more “Agile” acquisition and modernization process by conducting Network Evaluation Exercises (NIEs). The NIEs place emerging technologies in the hands of Soldiers in a combat-realistic environment in order to harness their feedback, keep pace with the speed of technological change, and in some cases, blend commercial-off-the-shelf technologies with existing programs of record. The heart of the NIE exercises is using the best available technologies to move information, voice, video, data, and images faster, further, and more efficiently across the force, and developing systems within a Common Operating Environment (COE), meaning they are built on software foundations that enable the maximum amount of interoperability. The Army’s network will make it possible for Soldiers in a vehicle on-the-move to view and share real-time feeds from a nearby robot, ground sensor, or UAS—instantaneously providing them combat-relevant information and enabling them to share that information with other units on-the-move, dismounted Soldiers, and higher echelons of the force.
TRANSFORMING ARMY ACQUISITION AND BUSINESS PRACTICES

The Army remains focused on finding ways to continually examine and improve the acquisition process while increasing efficiency and serving as a full partner in the Department of Defense’s Better Buying Power Initiatives.

A major challenge to acquisition continues to be the need to properly prioritize, streamline, and collaborate on requirements at the front end of the process in order to emphasize technological maturity, affordability, and productivity. The revised Request for Proposal for the GCV is an excellent demonstration of how we approached reform in this area; requirements were properly “ tiered” and industry was given “ trade space” designed to encourage innovation.

Also, we have learned of the importance of streamlining and at times challenging requirements in order to emphasize technological maturity and lower costs wherever possible. For instance, in our Joint Light Tactical Vehicle program, the Army worked with industry participants to “trade-off” certain requirements in order to lower costs and meet scheduling goals. Through this process, the Army was able to substantially lower the unit price of the vehicle while simultaneously ensuring the platform will succeed in delivering important next-generation capabilities.

The goal of our acquisition initiatives is to work with our industry and academic partners to more efficiently develop and deliver capabilities needed by the Soldier. A key aspect of this is an effort to identify and address inefficiencies discovered in the acquisition process.

A system-of-systems approach is vital to these ongoing efforts to transform business practices. The Army will continue to look at developing, managing, and acquiring technologies in the most efficient way possible, an approach which includes the need to understand the interdependencies among systems. We place an emphasis upon maturing the capability to synchronize programs and integrate schedules, deliveries, and other developments across the acquisition process.

As a result of these and other practices, the acquisition community remains acutely aware of its need to further the transformation of its business efforts. These initiatives help the Army transform as an institution and ensure that the best value possible is provided to the taxpayer and the Soldier—who is at the very center of these efforts.
ASA(ALT) will continue to foster, develop, and enhance its relationships with vital industry partners as a way to ensure the best possible development of new and emerging systems. With this as an organizing principle, ASA(ALT) has an industry outreach engagement program squarely focused on furthering partnerships with industry and facilitating constructive dialogue designed to achieve the best results for Soldiers in combat. Recognizing the importance of revitalizing industry engagement, the Army continues to nurture this outreach program, fostering and preserving strong relationships between the Army and its key industry partners.

Often there are circumstances where procurement sensitivities and ongoing competition may preclude the occasion to dialogue with industry. There are, nonetheless, ample opportunities for positive, proactive, and constructive engagement with industry partners. While placing a premium upon the importance of properly defining the parameters for discussion with industry partners, ASA(ALT) seeks to foster an environment of open dialogue.

The rationale behind this approach is based on the effort to minimize misunderstandings and “eleventh hour” reactions. This industry program is designed to anticipate future developments, recognize and communicate industry trends, and identify the evolution of key technologies that will support and protect our Soldiers in combat.
PATH FORWARD

We will provide whatever it takes to achieve the Nation’s objectives in the current fight. At the same time, we will develop a shared vision to build tomorrow’s Army—designing and preparing units, developing Soldiers, and growing leaders to win in an increasingly competitive learning environment. We will continue to maintain battlefield dominance but remain versatile and adaptable to any task our Nation may call upon us to perform. Continuous modernization is key to transforming Army capabilities and maintaining a technological advantage over our adversaries across the full spectrum of operations. ASA(ALT) looks forward to collaboration with all stakeholders to achieve the Army’s broad modernization goals while supporting a cost-conscious culture.

The systems listed in this book are not isolated, individual products. Rather, they are part of an integrated Army system-of-systems investment designed to equip the Army of the future to successfully face any challenges. Each system and capability is important. Our goal is to develop and field a versatile and affordable mix of equipment that will enable Soldiers to succeed and maintain our decisive advantage over any enemy we face.
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